Global Food Safety
Initiative
Safe food for
consumers, everywhere
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What is GFSI?

▸ By harmonizing requirements for accredited private certification programmes

with a mutual recognition approach, relying on the consensus of the relevant
experts and the participation of the concerned stakeholders, and based on
internationally recognised standards such as CODEX, IPPC and OIE, GFSI
provides a robust programme to reduce inefficiencies and facilitate free and
fair trade, while enhancing capabilities in the global food supply chain and the
Sustainable Development Goals.
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The GFSI model
FOOD BUSINESS
OPERATORS
FROM FARM TO
FORK

GFSI RECOGNIZED
CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
OWNERS

BENEFITS OF GFSI
CERTIFICATION
Buyer A

Buyer B

Buyer C….

Manufacturer X, Y, Z…
Primary producer X, Y, Z

Suppliers

Certififed against any GFSI
recognized CPOs

GFSI certificate accepted by
buying companies

▪ Higher consumer confidence &
reduced foodborne diseases
▪ Reduction in duplication of audits
▪ Comparable audit approach and
outcomes
▪ Continuous improvement in schemes
▪ Enhanced trade opportunities
▪ Improved consumer confidence in
food safety
▪ Cost efficiencies throughout the
supply chain

Shared benefits for the industry,
food systems and consumers
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WHAT is GFSI?
OBJECTIVES:

VISION:
Safe food for consumers, everywhere.
MISSION:
Provide continuous improvement in
food safety management systems to
ensure confidence in the delivery of
safe food to consumers worldwide.

What GFSI does:
•

•
•

What GFSI does not do:

Recognises food safety management •
programmes based on the GFSI
Benchmarking Requirements.
•
Brings together food safety experts
within a global network.
Drives global change through multistakeholder projects on strategic
issues.

Make policy for retailers, manufacturers or food
safety certification programme owners (CPOs).
Undertake any accreditation or certification
activities.

•

Own any food safety programmes or standards,
or undertake training.

•

Have any involvement outside the scope of food
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safety, such as animal welfare, the environment
or ethical sourcing.

HOW does GFSI work?
GFSI Strategy
Benchmarking and Harmonisation
• A way that GFSI aims to improve food safety and business efficiency is by creating a common
acceptance of good food safety requirements.

• The GFSI Benchmarking Requirements form the foundation of the GFSI Benchmarking process by
which private standards organisations (certification programme owners) may gain recognition. Upon
completion of the benchmarking process, a scheme is ‘recognised’ by GFSI when all of its criteria are
considered to be equivalent to the requirements set out by GFSI.
• GFSI fosters mutual acceptance within the industry and reduces inefficiencies.
• Given GFSI’s global perspective, it is able to improve global harmonisation and reduce trade barriers.

• GFSI recognises certification programmes and does not certify companies.
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TOOLS for change
GFSI Benchmarking Requirements
• Based on Codex Alimentarius

• The backbone of GFSI
• Key tool to advance food safety, improve efficiency, and foster harmonisation

What’s New?
Version 2020 was released at our
2020 Conference. It includes
additions to the technical
content, improvements in the
assessment process and a shift in
format and naming convention.
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WHAT is GFSI?
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A Multi-Stakeholder Network

Over 150 companies and organisations have come
together to collaborate within over 30 GFSI Technical
Working Groups.
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GFSI benefits for every stakeholders!
For suppliers
• Certified companies benefit from efficiencies and have broader access to markets.
• Certified companies show equivalence of process across countries and continents thereby enabling trade.
• Many buying companies accept certificates from the implemented food safety certification programmes so audits are
reduced.
• Certified companies will have the framework for a legal defence in place.
• Working within a food safety management system that is structured to be continuously improved to internationally accepted
standards.

For buyers
• The GFSI-recognised standards provide effective shared risk management tools for brand protection.
• The proactive management approach required by the recognised food safety certification programmes improves product
integrity.
• Convergence of food safety management across supply chains saves money.
• Certification improves market linkages and enables simpler buying.

For food systems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

safer global supply chain
improved product integrity
better access to market
reduced duplication and audit fatigue
comparable audit approach and outcomes
continuous improvement in recognised food safety certification programmes
cost efficiency through reduced failure
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